Q&A
Where is Stora Brännbo?
15 minutes from Arlanda airport, 40 minutes from Stockholm, 10 minutes from Märsta and 25 minutes
from Uppsala. The SL bus stops outside the door and we do offer a fixed taxi price from the airport.
Can I use public transportation?
Yes, the SL bus stops right outside the property. The bus stop is named Stora Brännbo, timetable:
www.sl.se.
Is smoking allowed at Stora Brännbo?
We are a completely smoke-free hotel & conference venue. Our guests are allowed to smoke outdoors at
the deployed ashtrays.
Are there rooms for disabled persons?
Yes, there are two rooms that are adapted for those with disabilities. Contact the reception for booking.
I have allergies, what do I do?
Notify Stora Brännbo via phone or email and we'll make sure you’ll get the right room and meals based
on the type of allergy you have.
Do you have free internet?
Absolutely! Ask for the Wi-Fi code in the reception upon arrival.
Can I exercise during my stay?
Yes, it is perfectly possible. Stora Brännbo has a fully equipped gym with a sauna and whirlpool. If you
want to book a spa treatment, it’s preferable that you do it before you arrive. There’s also many fine
walking and jogging tracks in the neighbourhood.
Is there a car park?
Free parking is available. Some places have electric outlet. We also provide electrical chargers and a
destination charger for Tesla cars.
How does your sustainability work out?
Stora Brännbo was one of the first hotels in the Nordic region to live up to the tough environment-label
criteria’s (also known as the Swan label). Our restaurant is eco-labelled (KRAV). We also offer Fair Trade
products such as coffee, tea and chocolate. We also have two beehives to contribute to biodiversity.
What do you recommend if I have a few minutes or hours over during my stay?
Stora Brännbo is located in Sigtuna, Sweden's first town. It is just a stone's throw away from the city's
shops and 1,000-year-old attractions. The reception will help you with maps and tips.

Do all rooms have TV?
There are TVs in every hotel room.
Can I get a bite to eat when I arrive the evening before a conference?
Our chefs are happy to offer you a delicious bar menu. We will send the menu to you before your arrival.
How far is it to the town of Sigtuna?
To the town center of Sigtuna, Stora Gatan, is within a walking distance 5-10 minutes away.
Is there a hair dryer in the room?
Yes!
Can I bring my pet?
We welcome all guide dogs. We also offer a small number of room adapted to pet owners.
Your opinions counts!
Please feel free to leave review on TripAdvisor.
Social media
Let’s stay in touch! Add us on Facebook, Instagram, Google+ and LinkedIn. @StoraBrannbo

